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ABSTRACT 

The main purpose of the study was to determine the maintenance skill needs of auto-electrical craft 

graduates for self-employment in contemporary society in Anambra State. The study was carried out in 

Anambra State using a descriptive survey research design. Two research questions and two null 

hypotheses guided the study. The population for the study comprised 158 technical college graduate 

automobile craftsmen and master craftsmen from the seven major cities in Anambra State. There was no 

sampling because the population was manageable. The instrument used for data collection was an 35 item 

structured questionnaire developed by the researcher. The instrument was structured using a four point 

scores scale for data collection and was face validated by three experts. Cronbach Alpha was used to 

determine the reliability coefficient of the instrument which gave a value of 0.74.Out of 158 copies of the 

questionnaire distributed 149 were properly filled and used for data analysis representing 94.30% return 

rate. Mean and standard deviation were used to answer the research questions and t-test was used to test 

the hypotheses at .05 level of significance at 147 degree of freedom. The result of the findings revealed 

that all the items on-board diagnostic system and electronic ignition system were highly needed for the 

maintenance of modern vehicles by Auto Electrical Works graduates in contemporary society for self-

employment in Anambra State. The null hypotheses tested showed no significant difference in the mean 

responses of craftsmen and master craftsmen to the items in all the variables. Based on these findings, it 

was recommended among others that the identified maintenance skills in automobile system should be 

integrated into the curriculum content of auto electrical works programme by the curriculum designers 

and school administrators. 

Keywords: 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Education in 21st century is meant for the development of human mindset in order to manipulate the 

cognitive and psychomotor in performing a productive work that will in turn improve individual 

economic condition. In contemporary Nigerian society, the challenges of unemployment, youth 

restiveness, economic depression, lack of food, insecurity, poor governance and information technology 

(IT) have necessitated the need for functional education that would provide skills and competencies to the 

youth (Mbah, Nnadi, Ohagwu & Aduhuekwe, 2020). Addressing these challenges according to Mbah and 

Elobuike (2016) demands adequate skill based programme in technical education that will gear towards 

the needs of the society and for global competitiveness. 
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Technical education progammes at all levels including technical colleges need to respond to the needs of 

the society by providing trained and skillful human capacity. Technical Colleges are post primary 

institutions where students are given full vocational training that will enable them acquire relevant 

knowledge, skills and attitude for paid or self-employment in various occupations in the world of work. 

Technical Colleges in the opinion of Mbah, Oluka and Alio (2021) are major vocational institutions in 

Nigeria which are designed to prepare the individual to acquire practical skills, knowledge and attitude 

needed by craftsmen and technicians at sub-professional level. Technical colleges admit upper basic 

education leavers and provide them with full vocational courses of three years. However, National Board 

for Technical Education (2011) reported that the quality of academic programmes in technical colleges is 

regulated by NBTE’s curriculum development, supervision and periodic accreditation visits while the 

National Business and Technical Examinations Board (NABTEB) is responsible for the examination and 

certification of the occupational trades leading to the award of National Technical Certificate (NTC) and 

Advance National Technical Certificate (ANTC). The trades offered in the Technical Colleges in Nigeria 

according to FGN (2013) include: Building Trades; Beauty Culture Trades Computer Craft Practice, 

Electrical installation Trades, Wood Trades; Printing Trades, Textile Trades, Hospitality and Mechanical 

Trades of which the Automobile Trade is subsumed.  

Automobile trade is one of the vocational trades offered in Technical Colleges in Nigeria. Classification 

of automobile trades in Technical Colleges according to NBTE (2011) include: Agricultural Implement 

Mechanics, Auto Electric Works, Vehicle Body Building and Motor Vehicle Mechanic’s Work. Auto 

Electric Works is designed to produce competent automobile craftsmen for the technological and 

industrial maintenance and development of automobile devices. The aim is to give training and impart the 

necessary skills leading to the production of craftsmen, master craftsmen and other skilled personnel who 

will be enterprising and self-reliant. According to Mbah (2016), the establishment of Auto Electric Works 

and other occupational trades in the Technical Colleges are geared towards imparting basic knowledge as 

well as training skills leading to the production of skilled craftsmen who will be enterprising, self-reliant 

and sufficiently competent to meet the demands in the world of work. The main component of MVMW is 

structured on foundation and trade modules. These components of Auto Electric Works according to 

NBTE (2013) include: Auto Electrical system, ignition system, Electronic control units, charging system, 

remote control system, lighting and indicators, On-Board Diagnostic System (OBD) and sensor and 

actuators. In other words, Auto Electric Works graduates are expected to diagnose, service and 

completely repair any fault relating to the conventional automobile assembly main unit in line with the 

manufacturers specification. 

Changes in the nature of work and operations coupled with new technologies have influenced modern 

automobiles Auto Electric Works, imported or assembled in the Nigerian automobile industry. Since the 

introduction of electronic systems in automobile in the1960’s, there has been a rapid growth in their use 

on vehicles. The continual developments in modern automobile designs are intended to achieve faster, 

more reliable, streamlined and safer vehicles operation and maintenance (Mbah, 2016). From the earliest 

examples such as cruise control and the replacement of dynamos with alternators, to the current antilock 

brake and engine management systems (EMS) and OBD, the automobile industry has been overwhelmed 

with technological developments,(Eaton, & Whitehead, 2011). In the same vein, Erjavec in Umurhurhu 

(2019) stated that today, most automotive systems, such as engines, braking, transmission, and steering 

systems, are controlled primarily by computers and electronic components. 

Furthermore, an increasing number of high technological vehicles using in contemporary society have 

features such as air-bags, global positioning systems, remote control system and automatic climate 

controls with which technicians need to be familiar. Each of these systems require Electronic Control Unit 

(ECU) which reads sensor values from various parts of the engine and depending on these values it 

performs the appropriate actions. This allows the car to adapt to environmental conditions such as air 

density in order to increase the combustion efficiency and subsequently improving fuel economy (Fapetu 

& Akinola, 2008). Fapetu and Akinola noted that majority of the new trend vehicle now come with 

electronic control unit (ECU) and other electronic gadgets which sense instant fault in the vehicle and 

immediately notifies the driver through the malfunction indication lamp (MIL) or dashboard display. The 

automobile systems changed when the roads became paved, more people owned cars, manufacturers tried 
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to sell more cars, concerns for safety and the environment grew and new technology were developed 

(Umurhurhu, 2019). 

These improvements in vehicle technology necessitated urgent needs for regular updating of technical 

college programmes with new technological skills to enable the graduates to understand the technology in 

these vehicles and how to repair them. These innovations cannot be learnt over night and therefore require 

adequate training of the craftsman and technician who graduated without the skills. These craftsmen are 

the graduate of technical colleges that have developed their potentials on how to maintain and repair 

technological facilities based on their trades (Mbah, 2016). Automobile craftsmen must be able to conduct 

basic maintenance in motor vehicle and equally work with technician and engineers. The master 

craftsmen are the very experienced skilled personals and age long craftsmen who are practicing in the 

field. They are trained to implement and maintain technological facilities within man’s environment 

through the technological and maintenance skills acquired.   

Further, maintenance may be described as an action taken on anything to keep it working or to restore it 

to a good working condition. This ensures that pieces of equipment or item remains functional and serve 

users better. According to Umurhurhu (2019), maintenance implies taking specific steps and precautions 

to care for a device (automobile) to ensure that it reaches its maximum life span. Maintenance is a repair 

activity carried out on vehicles or other machineries to keep them unaltered, and if altered, to restore them 

to their original state (Ekong & Ekong, 2016). Mbah (2016) also stated that maintenance involves taking 

specific approved steps and precautions to care for a piece of equipment, machinery or facility to ensure it 

attains its maximum life span. In the context of this study, maintenance is the adherence to the 

manufacturer's schedule for vehicle upkeep and the repair of faulty systems that have led to 

malfunctioning. The ability to effectively carry out maintenance in modern vehicles requires the use of 

new technological skills different from the conventional technical skills already acquired by graduates of 

Auto Electric Works in technical colleges for employment. These new Auto Electric Works technological 

skills in vehicle maintenance enable people to become entrepreneurs.  

In the same vein, entrepreneurship is a process whereby individuals identify opportunities, allocate 

resources and create value through the identification of unmet needs of the society for self-employment. 

Self-employment according to Anyadike, Emeh and Ukah (2012) is the capacity and attitude of a person 

or group of persons to undertake ventures with the probability of success or failures without the assistance 

of any superior boss. With the new skills in motor vehicle maintenance, graduates can establish small 

scale enterprise for self-employment. The Auto Electric Works workshops are expected to provide place 

for the maintenance of automobile vehicles with new technological features in on-board diagnostic 

system (OBD) and electronics ignition system. 

OBD system is a set of self-testing and diagnostic instructions programmed into the vehicles on- board 

computer. The programs are specifically designed to detect failures in the sensors, actuators, switches and 

wiring of various vehicle emission-related systems. If the computer detects a failure in any of these 

components or systems, it illuminates an indicator on the dashboard to alert the driver. The indicator 

illuminates only when an emission-related problem is detected (Mbah, 2016). The use of OBD machine in 

maintaining automobile vehicle requires computer knowledge, automobile codes and automobile 

system.OBD is also used in the electrical ignition and control system. Wilcox (2013) stated that the 

ignition system is used on gasoline engines to start combustion. An ignition system is needed on gasoline 

engines to ignite the air-fuel mixture. It produces an extremely high voltage surge, which operates the 

spark plugs. Modern systems monitor the performance of each cylinder, in relation to combustion. One 

method of doing this is to sense the angular acceleration of the engine flywheel; a firing cylinder will 

produce more acceleration than a misfiring one. In order to identify the cylinder that is misfiring, the 

electronic control module (ECM) requires a reference signal and this is often provided by the camshaft 

position sensor. In relation to this, new technological innovations in automobile systems have created a 

condition that the automobile technicians and craftsmen seem not to be relevant in the modern vehicles 

and therefore rendering them jobless.  

This situation demands that the new technological skills in the OBD and electrical/elecronic control 

system of automobile vehicles need to be part of the training given to the students in Auto Electric Works 

for self-reliance. William (2011) opined that innovative skills as a result technological development need 
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to form the focus in training human capacity for sustainable economic and technological development. 

Upon this background, the study therefore sought to determine the maintenance skill needs of technical 

college Auto Electric Works graduates in contemporary society for self-employment in Anambra State 

Statement of the Problem 

Auto Electric Works is a vocational trade aimed at producing competent motor vehicle auto electricians 

with sound practical skills, knowledge and ability to diagnose and carryout repairs and maintenance of all 

types of automobile vehicles. Auto Electric Works graduates upon completion of one or more 

employability modules have the opportunity to set up independent automobile enterprises, become self-

employed and be able to employ others. With advancement in technology, automobiles that are 

manufactured, imported or assembled in Nigeria are controlled primarily by computers, electronic 

components and controls that require a higher degree of sophistication for testing and servicing, as well as 

special diagnostic equipment. Consequently, motor vehicle technology and maintenance processes have 

adversely affected transportation system in Nigeria and advanced the problems of Auto Electric Works 

graduates in the course of discharging their duties in contemporary society. Therefore, availability of 

adequately skilled craftsmen and artisans to service the ever-growing automobile population is seen as a 

critical area to be addressed. Therefore, the problem of the study is how will the new technology 

maintenance skills needs of technical college Auto Electric Works graduates in contemporary society for 

self-employment in Anambra State of Nigeria? 

Purpose of the Study 

The main purpose of the study was to determine the maintenance skill needs of Motor vehicle mechanics 

works graduates for self-employment in contemporary society in Anambra State. Specifically, the study 

sought to determine the maintenance skill needs of:  

1. automobile on-board diagnostic system skill needs of technical college Auto Electric Works 

graduates in contemporary society for self-employment in Anambra State. 

2. electronics ignition system skill needs of technical college Auto Electric Works graduates in 

contemporary society for self-employment in Anambra State. 

Research Questions 

The following research questions guided the study:  

1. What are the automobile on-board diagnostic system skill needs of technical college Auto Electric 

Works graduates in contemporary society for self-employment in Anambra State? 

2. What are the electronics ignition system skill needs of technical college Auto Electric Works 

graduates in contemporary society for self-employment in Anambra State? 

Hypotheses 

The following null hypotheses guided the study at 0.05 level of significant; 

H01.  There is no significant difference between the mean scores of technical college graduates  of 

automobile craftsman and master craftsmen on the automobile on-board diagnostic system needs of 

technical college Auto Electric Works graduates in contemporary society for self-employment in 

Anambra State. 

H02.  There is no significant difference between the mean scores of technical college graduates  of 

automobile craftsman and master craftsmen on the electronics ignition system needs of technical college 

Auto Electric Works graduates in contemporary society for self- employment in Anambra State. 

 

METHODS 

This study adopted a survey research design. According to Nworgu (2015) survey research design is one 

in which a group of people or items are studied by collecting and analyzing data from only a few of them 

the entire group. This design was adopted due to the polychotomous instrument used and the opinion of 

the craftsmen and master craftsmen were sought for in order to determine the maintenance skills needed 

auto electrical works in contemporary society. The population for the study comprised 158 technical 

college graduate automobile craftsmen and master craftsmen from the seven major cities in Anambra 

State. The researcher conducted a preliminary survey to determine the craftsmen and master craftsmen in 

the seven cities selected major cities. The entire population was used for the study, therefore no sampling 

was adopted. 
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The data collection was carried out using 35 item structured questionnaire developed by the researchers. 

The instrument was structured in four point response scales of Very Highly Needed (VHN) Highly 

Needed (HN), Moderately Needed (MN) and Not Needed (NN) with numerical values of 4, 3, 2 and 1 

assigned to the items respectively. The instrument was validated by three experts in the relevant area. The 

reliability coefficient yielded 0.74 using Crombach Alpha method. This 0.74 coefficient is in-line with 

Uzoagulu (2013) that reliability index of 0.60 to 1.0 shows that the instrument is highly reliable.    

Three research assistants were used in the administration of the questionnaire and out of 158 copies 

distributed, 149 copies were returned giving 94.30% return rate. Weighted means and standard deviations 

were used to answer the research questions. Decisions on the research questions were made using the 

lower and upper limits of the mean based on a four point scale as follows: Very Highly Needed (VHN) -- 

3.50 - 4.00; Highly Needed (HN)  -- 2.50 – 3.49; Moderately Needed (MN) --1.50 – 2.49 and Not 

Needed (NN) -- 0.50 – 1.49. The standard deviation was used to determine the homogeneity or otherwise 

of the opinions of the respondents. The t – test statistics of no significance difference was used to test the 

null hypotheses. The significant value (at 2-tail) was compared with .05 level of significance at the 

appropriate degree of freedom. The null hypothesis was not rejected where the significant value was less 

than the .05 level of significance value at appropriate degree of freedom; otherwise the null hypothesis 

was rejected. 

 

RESULTS  

The results of the study were presented in Tables according to the research questions and hypotheses that 

guided the study. 

Research Question 1: What are the automobile on-board diagnostic system skill needs of technical 

college Auto Electric Works graduates in contemporary society for self-employment in Anambra State? 

Table 1: Mean scores with standard deviation of the respondents on the automobile on-board 

diagnostic system skill needs of technical college Auto Electric Works graduates in contemporary 

society for self-employment in Anambra State N= 149 
S/N automobile on-board diagnostic system needs of technical 

college Auto Electric Works graduates in contemporary 

society include the ability to; 

Overall Decision 

XG SDG 

1 Install a windmill software for reading on-board diagnostic  data 3.23 0.68 Highly Needed 

2 Identify the on-board diagnostic port in modern vehicles 3.31 0.71 Highly Needed 

3 Locate the diagnostic link connector 3.37 0.57 Highly Needed 

4 Connect the vehicle on-board computer to a laptop using an 

interface and an on-  board diagnostic software  
3.15 0.59 

 

Highly Needed 

5 Connect the on-board diagnostic scan tool or handheld tester to 

data link connector 
3.04 0.61 

Highly Needed 

6 Record and print diagnostic trouble codes and freeze frame data 3.30 0.85 Highly Needed 

7 Interpret  diagnostic trouble codes and freeze frame data 3.25 0.53 Highly Needed 

8 Carryout a careful visual inspection 3.40 0.68 Highly Needed 

9 Set the check mode diagnosis 2.96 0.64 Highly Needed 

10 Perform problem symptom confirmation 3.19 0.78 Highly Needed 

11 Carryout parts inspection using problem symptom table 3.34 0.57 Highly Needed 

12 Inspect circuits using diagnostic trouble code chart 3.12 0.80 Highly Needed 

13 Use on-board diagnostic tools to amend the automobile computer 

scores programme  
3.04 0.77 

 

Highly Needed 

14 Inspect, service and repair or replace faulty sensors and actuators 3.35 0.88 Highly Needed 

15 Clear diagnostic trouble codes and freeze frame data 3.32 0.47 Highly Needed 

16 Clear diagnostic trouble codes and freeze frame data 3.16 0.68 Highly Needed 

17 Switch off the interface correctly 3.48 0.50 Highly Needed 

 Cluster mean/SD      3.24 0.67 Highly Needed 

 
The result of data analysis in Table 1 reveals that the 16 items mean rating ranging from 2.96 to 3.48 

indicating highly needed. This means that the maintenance skills in automobile on-board diagnostic 
system are highly needed by technical college Auto Electric Works graduates in contemporary society for self-
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employment in Anambra State. The overall cluster mean of 3.24 with grand standard deviation of 0.67 for all 

the items indicates that the itemized skill areas were perceived by the respondent as highly needed for the 

maintenance of automobile on-board diagnostic system in motor vehicle. The low standard deviation (0.67) 

shows that the respondents have similar views on all the items as highly needed. 

Hypothesis 1 

There is no significant difference between the mean scores of technical college graduates of automobile 

craftsman and master craftsmen on the automobile on-board diagnostic system skill needs of technical college 

Auto Electric Works graduates in contemporary society for self-employment in Anambra State. 

Table 2: t-test analysis of mean scores of technical college graduates of automobile craftsman and 

master craftsmen on the automobile on-board diagnostic system skill needs of technical college Auto 

Electric Works graduates in contemporary society for self-employment in Anambra State 

Variables n 

t df 

Sig. 

(2tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

Decision 

Master 

craftsmen 

61 
0.229 147 0.819 0.30533 1.33557 

NS 

Craftsmen 88       

 

The result of t-test analysis in Table 2 shows that the t-value at 0.05 level of significant and 147 degree of 

freedom for the 17items is 0.229 with a significant value of 0.819. Since the significant value of 0.819 is more 

than the 0.05 level of significant the null hypothesis is not significant. This depicts that there is no significant 

difference between the mean scores of technical college graduates of automobile craftsman and master 

craftsmen on the automobile on-board diagnostic system skill needs of technical college Auto Electric Works 

graduates in contemporary society for self-employment in Anambra State. 

Research Question 2: What are the electronics ignition system skill needs of technical college Auto Electric 
Works graduates in contemporary society for self-employment in Anambra State? 

Table 3: Mean scores with standard deviation of the respondents on the electronics ignition system skill 

needs of technical college Auto Electric Works graduates in contemporary society for self-employment 

in Anambra State N= 149 

S/N electronics ignition system skill needs of technical college Auto 

Electric Works graduates in contemporary society include the 

ability to; 

Overall Decision 

XG SDG 

18 Identify the on-board diagnostic port in modern vehicles 3.07 0.72 Highly Needed 

19 Connect the diagnostic device to the 16-pin on-board diagnostic  

connector 
3.36 0.57 

Highly Needed 

20 Retrieve transmission Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTC’s) 3.26 0.72 Highly Needed 

21 Record and print transmission diagnostic trouble codes 2.83 0.73 Highly Needed 

22 Interpret  ignition Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTC’s) 2.95 0.21 Highly Needed 

23 Record ignition timing using digital multi-meter 3.15 0.48 Highly Needed 

24 Carry out throttle cable inspection and adjustment 3.36 0.57 Highly Needed 

25 Check the crank sensor using diagnostic tool 3.16 0.48 Highly Needed 

26 Perform magnetic sensor testing 2.63 0.48 Highly Needed 

27 Inspect, adjust or replace faulty crank position sensor 3.01 1.02 Highly Needed 

28 Test and diagnose defective reflector sensor  3.41 0.49 Highly Needed 

29 Check supply voltages and signals with multi-meter and oscilloscope 3.16 0.48 Highly Needed 

30 Use plug wire or adapter to check for spark 2.97 0.66 Highly Needed 

31 Conduct a careful visual inspection of the wiring and the mechanical 

components 
3.33 0.64 

Highly Needed 

32 Check the battery to make sure there is ample voltage to start the 

engine 
3.33 0.64 

Highly Needed 

33 Inspect, repair and replace faulty electronic ignition components 3.48 0.58 Highly Needed 

34 Conduct engine performance test using engine analyzer and determine 

needed repair 
2.89 0.72 

Highly Needed 

35 Test run the ignition system using the multi-meter 3.04 1.03 Highly Needed 

 Cluster Mean/SD   3.13   0.62 Highly Needed 
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The result presented of data analysis in Table 3 shows that the mean ratings of the respondents ranges 

from 2.63 to 3.48 showing highly needed. The cluster mean of 3.13 and standard deviation of 0.62 are 

obtained from all the items thereby showing that the itemized electronics ignition system skills are highly 

needed by technical college Auto Electric Works graduates in contemporary society for self-employment 

in Anambra State. The low standard deviation of 0.62 denotes homogeneity of the respondents’ responses 

to the items. 

Hypothesis 2 

There is no significant difference between the mean scores of technical college graduates of automobile 

craftsman and master craftsmen on the electronics ignition system skill needs of technical college Auto 

Electric Works graduates in contemporary society for self-employment in Anambra State. 

Table 4: t-test analysis of mean scores of technical college graduates of automobile craftsman and 

master craftsmen on the electronics ignition system skill needs of technical college Auto Electric 

Works graduates in contemporary society for self-employment in Anambra State 

Variables N 

t df 

Sig. 

(2tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

Decision 

Master 

craftsmen 

61 
0.227 147 0.820 0.31352 1.37836 

NS 

Craftsmen 88       

 

The result in Table 4 shows that the t-value at 0.05 level of significant and 147 degree of freedom for the 

18 items is 0.227 with a significant value of 0.820. Since the significant value of 0.820 is more than the 

0.05 level of significant the null hypothesis is not significant. This depicts that there is no significant 

difference between the mean scores of technical college graduates of automobile craftsman and master 

craftsmen on the electronics ignition system skill needs of technical college Auto Electric Works 

graduates in contemporary society for self-employment in Anambra State. Hence the null hypothesis is 

not significant. 

 

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

With respect to research question one, data collected showed that the 17 items on the automobile on-

board diagnostic system skill needs of technical college Auto Electric Works graduates in contemporary 

society for self-employment in Anambra State. The identified automobile on-board diagnostic system 

skills needs include-ability to install a windmill software for reading on-board diagnostic data, identify 

the on-board diagnostic port in modern vehicles, locate the diagnostic link connector, connect on-board 

diagnostic scan tool or handheld tester to date connector, record and print diagnostic trouble codes and 

freeze frame data, set the check mode diagnosis, perform problem symptom confirmation, inspect circuits 

using diagnostic trouble code chart, switch off the interface correctly etc. These skills identified were 

necessary for carrying out maintenance work in modern automobile vehicles. The craftsmen and master 

craftsmen exhibited the ability to clear diagnostic trouble codes and freeze frame data, use on-board 

diagnostic tools to amend the automobile computer programs and carrying out parts inspection using the 

problem symptom table. The findings of this study was in agreement with Mbah (2016) that automobile 

craftsmen in informal automobile workshops need skills in on-board diagnostic scan tool, 

reading/interpreting the codes/ trouble shooting using the scan tool and providing solution to the 

problematic system through the result of the scan tool. Mbah opined that the acquisition and utilization of 

on-board diagnostic skills was to enable the craftsmen to specifically maintain the malfunctioning part of 

the system. The objective of on-board diagnostic is to reduce the time of occurrence of a malfunction and 

its detection and repair in motor vehicle. The on-board diagnostic system in motor vehicles was an error 

dictating tool that enable maintenance work to be conducted with ease. This therefore showed that the 

findings are the automobile on-board diagnostic system skill needs of technical college Auto Electric 

Works graduates in contemporary society for self-employment in Anambra State. The implementation of 

the findings will help to achieve quality training systems in the human capital development. 
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Further, the result of t-test on hypothesis one showed that there was no significant difference between the 

mean responses craftsmen and master craftsmen on the automobile on-board diagnostic system skill needs 

of technical college Auto Electric Works graduates in contemporary society for self-employment in 

Anambra State. The implication of no significant difference was that the respondents status have no 

influence on their responses to the items. 

In addition to the above, the result of data analysis according to research question two showed that the 

itemized electronics ignition system needs of technical college Auto Electric Works graduates in 

contemporary society for self-employment were rated to be highly needed. Some of the identified skills in 

maintaining electronic ignition system include; ability to interpret ignition diagnostic trouble codes (D T 

Cs), record ignition timing using digital multi-meter, carry out throttle cable inspection and adjustment, 

check the crank sensor using diagnostic  tool, perform magnetic sensor testing, inspect, adjust or replace 

faulty crank position sensor, test and diagnose deflective reflector sensor, test run the ignition system 

using the multi-meter, conduct engine performance test using engine analyzer and determine needed 

repair etc. The identify skills are based on the innovation in automobile industry and therefore needed to 

be in the training curriculum for motor vehicle mechanic maintenance works. The findings showed that 

skills in checking the battery to make sure there is ample voltage to start the engine and use of plug wire 

or adapter to check for spark are highly needed for maintaining electronic ignition system by auto 

electrical works graduates. The findings of the study are supported by Umurhurhu (2019) that ignition 

systems in of modern automobile vehicles are based on electronic control system which requires skills in 

reading and interpreting electronic control module sensors of the various ignition system and modernized 

electronic control unit. Umurhurhu pointed out that the maintenance of this electronic system requires the 

technician to acquire skills in on-board diagnostic system, coding of the system inspecting, adjusting and 

replacement of faulty sensors in the system. The findings of study conducted by Wilcox (2013) showed 

that electronic ignition control skills like ability to perform magnetic sensor testing, test run the ignition 

system using the multi-meter and conduct a careful visual inspection of the electronic ignition wiring 

system. Wilcox `s findings is therefore supporting the findings of the study. 

Furthermore, the result of null hypothesis showed that there is no significant difference between the mean 

responses of craftsmen and master craftsmen on the electronics ignition system skill needs of technical 

college Auto Electric Works graduates in contemporary society for self-employment. The implication of 

this study is that the status of the respondents has no statistical significant difference in their responses to 

the 18 items as the electronics ignition system skills needed by technical college Auto Electric Works 

graduates in contemporary society for self-employment in Anambra State. 

 

CONCLUSION 
Based on the findings of the study, information has been gathered on the maintenance skills needed by 

technical college Auto Electric Works graduates in contemporary society for self-employment. These 

skills are the temporary skills that are required to maintain, manage and utilize new technological 

facilities based on the improvement in automation and the use of electrons in devices. These identified 

skills are needed in the electronics ignition system and on-board diagnostic (OBD) system. The result of 

data from the study showed that the craftsmen and master craftsmen shared the same opinion on the 

maintenance skills needs in auto electrical works of modern automobile systems. This therefore called for 

improvement in the curriculum content of Auto Electric Works programme towards meeting the changes 

in contemporary automobile industries. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS  

Based on the findings of the study, the following recommendations were made; 

1. The identified skills in automobile system should be integrated into the curriculum content of 

Auto Electric Works programme by the curriculum designers and school administrators.  

2. Government and automobile industries should collaborate and form strong partnership that will 

help schools to expose their teachers and students to current trends in industry. 
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